
6.3.5. Register notes - SF May2016 

E-mail:  Steve-haines@live.co.uk 

Facebook: www.facebook.com/groups/MG635Register 

Twitter:  https://twitter.com/635register 

Spring has sprung and events have started to happen for the 635 Register.  

On Sunday 20th April, the 635 Register attended the John Woods Motorcare open day in 
Mollington, Cheshire. We were given a prime spot to park up and use the opportunity to show off 
our cars. The event was well attended by various clubs from across the country and also featured 
guest star, Fuzz Townshend from Car SOS. There was a lot of interest in the latest modifications 
for the MG3, including the high flow air filters and exhaust systems A great day was had by all 
those who attended and we'd like to extend our thanks to John Woods and Mark Burnham of 
JWMC for their invite! See you again next year! 
 

   

BTCC and Events Co-Ordinator Sean Round and Fuzz 
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The BTCC has kicked into life with a great media day unveiling the new liveries of the MG6GT 
along with our two hungry young drivers Josh Cook and Ash Sutton. Their first rather public testing 
session went extremely well, with Ash putting in some very competitive driving and times. Its nice 
to see both cars in the same livery and a big support from sponsors, Castrol. The first weekend of 
racing went well for MG/888 with both Ash and Josh up at the sharp end of the grid and being very 
competitive in the racing, which bodes well for the rest of the season. The first trophy of the year 
went to Ash for the best rookie of the meeting. We are very thankful once again to our friends at 
MG Motor for giving us tickets to give away for race days at the BTCC events, of which Jon and 
Cheryl reeves were the lucky recipients on this occasion. 
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Events are being planned for the whole summer and are looking to be very popular judging by the 
interest so far on the social media sites. The next event  being the Register’s support of MG Motor 
at the BTCC Thruxton meeting on 7th and 8th May where we will have owners cars on the MG 
Motor stand as we have done for the past 2 years with great success. Please come along and say 
hello! Planning is also in hand for MG Live! on 4th and 5th of June. We are looking for as many 
owners as possible to take part in the Pride of Ownership on the Sunday this year, so please get 
your forms in to the Car Club asap to book in.  
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